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Table 1. Performance as at 29th September 2017 

  1 Month 3 Months 6 Months 1 Year 
3 Years 

pa 
5 Years 

pa 
Inception2 

pa 
Actual 

Fund1 0.19% 0..81% 1.88% 3.79% 3.72% 4.11% 5.63% 55.72% 

Benchmark3 0.11% 0.42% 0.91% 1.75% 2.37% 2.68% 3.69% 33.99% 

Relative 0.08% 0.39% 0.97% 2.04% 1.35% 1.43% 1.95% 21.73% 

         

 Return Breakdown1 (distributions paid to investors semi-annually in July and January) 

Income  0.00% 0.00% 1.61% 3.22% 3.16% 3.44% 4.86% 46.72% 

Capital 0.19% 0.81% 0.27% 0.57% 0.56% 0.67% 0.77% 8.99% 

   
1.  After fees and before tax 
2.  Inception date 31st August 2009 
3.  Benchmark = Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bills Index return (50%) + AusBond Composite 0-3 Year Index return (50%) 

 
Table 2. Portfolio characteristics, key interest rates and top holdings. 

Key Interest Rates   Characteristics Fund Benchmark 

Cash Rate 1.50%  Yield to Maturity 4.12% 1.86% 

ACGB 3 Year Bond 2.15%  Cash (running) Yield 4.07% NA 

ACGB 10 Year Bond 2.84%  Modified Duration (Years) 1.23 0.90 

ACGB 20 Year Bond 3.32%  Weighted Average Credit Rating BBB- AA+1 

ACGB 30 Year Bond 3.61%  Number of Securities 61 246 

Yield Curve (10 Year – 3 Year) 69 bps  1. Weighted average credit rating of the Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0-3 Year Index 

Fund Facts   Top Holdings Weight Maturity 

Fund Size (m) $32.38  Cash 3.31% - 

Net Tangible Assets (NTA) $32.38  Royal Bank of Canada Floating Rate Note 3.16% Apr 2021 

NTA per unit (ex-distribution) $0.82820000  SCA Property Retail Trust 3.75% Fixed Rate Bond 3.15% Feb 2021 

Distribution half-year to 30th June 1.234204 cents  Adelaide Airport Floating Rate Note 3.13% Jul 2024 

AAA 4.41%  Verizon Floating Rate Note 3.10% Feb 2023 

AA 7.81%  Commonwealth Bank of Australia Hybrid (CBAPD) 2.94% Perpetual 

A 28.77%  National Australia Bank Hybrid (NABPB) 2.30% Perpetual 

BBB 27.04%  Lend Lease Finance 5.50% Fixed Rate Bond 1.95% Nov 2018 

BB 6.51%  Nufarm Finance NZ Limited Floating Rate Note 1.90% Perpetual 

B 1.86%  Suncorp Metway Floating Rate Note 1.89% Oct 2020 

NR 23.60%     

 

PERFORMANCE AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The Halidon Yield Enhanced Fund gained 0.19% in September 

relative to its benchmark return of 0.11%. Three and six-month 

performance moderated to 0.81% and 1.88% respectively 

after a strong August yet continue to outperform the 

benchmark. The 1-year total return (all return data is after fees 

and before taxes) to the end of September was 3.79%. Longer 

term performance remains intact.  

 

Performance data is summarised in Table 1. 

 

The breakdown in returns is also shown in Table 1 and 

considers the return from the investors’ perspective. A 

distribution of 1.234204 cents per unit (CPU) was declared for 

the half-year to June. The 1-year total return of 3.79% is made 

up of an income return of 3.22% and capital return 0.57%. 

Since inception the fund has delivered an income return of 

4.86% per annum. 

 

Table 2 highlights the key fund characteristics and benchmark 

interest rates. The Fund’s yield to maturity pushed slightly 

higher to 4.12% in September, as did the running (cash) yield 

which finished the month at 4.07%. These moves were mostly 

the result of increases in market interest rates over the period.  

 

Modified Duration (a measure of portfolio risk) was 

unchanged at 1.23 years whilst the Fund’s credit quality 

remains investment grade at BBB-.  

 

Figure 1 illustrates the Fund’s total return versus benchmark 

since inception. 
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Figure 1. Fund Performance versus Benchmark since Inception  

 
Source Contango Asset Management, Bloomberg 

 

 

MARKET PERFORMANCE AND RECAP 

The Australian bond market was led by US treasuries during 

September – the US being front and centre of continued 

natural disasters and geo-political instability. The 

announcement of the Trump tax policy was also influential.  

 

The wash up of the aforementioned factors can be seen in 

Table 3 below. The table breaks down the performance of the 

CBA Fixed Income Index. The overall index lost 35 basis points 

(bps) in value over the month driven primarily by the fall in 

value (rise in rates) in government bonds which lost 50 basis 

points in September. This resulted in duration being the 

largest index detractor in September.  

 

As has been the case for many months past, the non-

government (or corporate) sector was the best performing 

only dropping 8 bps. 

 

Table 3.  

 
Source: Commonwealth Bank Fixed Income Research 

 

Bonds. 

As mentioned, Australian benchmark government bond rates 

moved higher in September with the 10-year bond rising 13 

bps to 2.84% whilst 3-year bonds rose 10 bps to 2.15%. The 

yield curve (10-year minus 3 -year yields) steepened 3 bps to 

69 bps (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Australia Government 3 and 10-year bond yields and yield 

curve (10 year – 3 year). 

 

 
Source Bloomberg 

 

US treasuries began the month reasonably well bid after a 

weak payrolls data point for August. The flight to safety trade 

also helped keep the bid tone in early September as investors 

wondered where we were all going to end up in the crazy Kim 

Jong-Un/ Donald Trump game of “Chicken”.  

 

As the month progressed, thankfully the game of Chicken 

moved towards a draw, easing investor fears as their attention 

turned to Janet Yellen and the US Fed. The FOMC meeting saw 

Fed Governors taken the decision to kick-off quantitative 

tightening in October whilst maintaining the “dot plot” which 

continue to suggest four official rate increases by the end of 

2018 (as opposed to market forecasts of one…). In addition, 

Yellen commented that she is “wary of moving too gradually” 

on rates. All in all, the Fed’s actions and comment was the 

cause in the back up of US treasuries, the US 10-year moving 

12 bps higher to 2.33%. It’s also fair to say that Donald Trump’s 

inflationary taxation policy announcement during the month 

may have had a minor role in the treasuries sell-off – minor 

only, given the Trump government’s inability to get a policy 

legislated. 

 

Credit 

The non-government (corporate) sector was the best 

performing sub-sector of the broader market. Though, as 

discussed above, the macro environment remains challenging, 

both the technical (supply) and fundamental (balance sheet 

quality) factors remain supportive of credit with spreads 

actually tightening further during September.  

 

After a monster August, issuance returned a more “normal” 

level of $6.5b across 13 deals – financials accounting the 

majority. 

 

Figure 4 charts the major credit measures in the Australian 

market. The visual illustrates the (positive) one-way street for 

credit year to date. Credit is now back to or beyond pre-

financial crisis highs (highs in value or tights in spread terms).  
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Figure 4. Bloomberg AusBond BBB Index (purple), Bloomberg AusBond 

AA- to AA+ Index (green) and iTraxx Australia 5 Year CDS 

 
Source Bloomberg  

 

Data 

Data releases in Australia during the period were somewhat 

disappointing with 2Q GDP of 1.80% falling short of 

expectations as did Jul retail sales which were flat month on 

month. The RBA left rates on hold and gave no hint to expect 

any change in monetary policy in the medium term. The only 

bright spot was employment for August which saw full-time 

employment rebound post a weak July.   

 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RETURN AND FUND BREAKDOWN 

Figure 5 highlights the top and bottom 5 securities ranked by 

contribution to the fund’s total return during September.  

 

Figure 5. Contribution to return for the month  

 
Source Contango Asset Management, Bloomberg 

 

After a strong result and buoyant outlook, the investment in 

the Macquarie hybrid (MQGPB) topped the gainers list in 

September. After slipping on series of banana skins through 

August and early September, CBA regained some ground lost 

and the CBAPD’s held performed strongly. For the second time 

in consecutive months, the Fund’s investment in Nufarm was 

the worst performer (albeit detracting less than 2 bps). We 

continue to be comfortable with this holding.  

 

Trading. 

Table 4 summarises trading over the period. September was a 

very quiet month in trading terms. One maturity during the 

month of $500k. 

 

Table 4. Funds Flows and Trading 

Type Security $  

Trades  
Bond Face 

Value 

Purchases   

   

Sales   

   

Maturities Nissan Finance CP $500,000 

   

Net Receive (Spend)) $500,000 

Source: Contango 

 

Fund Breakdown 

Figure 6 charts the breakdown of the fund month end by both 

asset class and sector. The only change during September was 

the increase in cash to 3.31% and the decline in Autos to 3.08% 

both due to the maturity of Nissan Finance CP, face value 

$500k. All other changes are the result of market movements.  

 

The largest sector exposure continues to be the banks which 

reflects banks being the largest issuers in the Australian 

corporate bond market. The fund holds a number of different 

bank securities in different segments of the capital structure 

as a way of diversifying the bank exposure. Outside of banks 

the portfolio remains well diversified across a number of 

sectors and credit rating bands. 

 

Figure 6. Fund breakdown  
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STRATEGY AND OUTLOOK 

The funds positioning hasn’t deviated from the long-held view 

that rates have bottomed and over time, will likely move 

higher. Though, without any evidence of price pressures 

throughout major economies, the timing of any moves higher 

may be some ways off.  

 

As highlighted earlier in this report, the swing factor for the 

rate markets is the central bank balance sheet unwinds as 

quantitative easing comes to a close. Whether or not the 

central bankers believe the global economies can sustain 

without the monetary stimulus will determine the pace and 

scale of any unwind. 

  

The outlook for credit remains positive, though the lack of 

idiosyncratic risk is worrisome – all credits are not equal. We 

continue to be selective with the names we are adding the 

portfolio, preferring quality. 

 

 

Jarrod Deakin.  

Portfolio Manager – Income Solutions. 

Contango Funds Management Limited (Investment Manager) 

 

 

Please note that previous monthly notes and all other relevant 

information can be downloaded from the Switzer Asset 

Management website www.switzerassetmanagement.com.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 
Switzer Asset Management Limited (ACN 123611978) holds an Australian Financial Services License (AFSL 312247) restricting it to providing financial products and services 
to wholesale clients only. This presentation has been prepared for the consideration and use of ‘retail’ investors, as defined by the Corporations Act (Cwlth 2001), and may 
contain information that assumes a level of knowledge and expertise particular to such investors. If you do not meet the criteria of a wholesale investor, you should 
disregard this information and seek advice from a licensed financial advisor. Forecasts in this presentation are predictive in character, based on numerous assumptions 
including the forecast outlook for key variables and may be affected by various factors including inaccurate assumptions, risks and unforeseen events.  Accordingly, actual 
results may differ materially from those forecasted. You should not rely on any such forecast information. Switzer Asset Management Limited (“SAM”), its officers, 
employees and agents believe that the information in this document is correct at the time of compilation but do not warrant the accuracy of that information. Save for 
statutory liability which cannot be excluded, SAM disclaims all responsibility for any loss or damage which any person may suffer from reliance on this information or any 
opinion, forecast, conclusion or recommendation in this document whether the loss or damage is caused by any fault or negligence on the part of SAML or otherwise. 
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